Rad Conference Schedule

Fri Mar 1, 2019

12pm - 1pm  Combined Body Fellow and Resident- Imaging Lecture, non-US Pancreas-solid tumors with Dr. Kalb
Where: 1556

12pm - 1pm  Neuro Fellow and Faculty Journal Club w/Dr. Unni
Where: Rm 1369

Mon Mar 4, 2019

7:30am - 8:15am  MSK Conference with Dr. Chadaz
Where: 1556

12pm - 1pm  RAD 1&2 Case Conference with Dr. Hansra

1pm - 2pm  Visiting Scholar Presentation Diffusion-weighted Imaging with Dr. Lidia Mayumi Nagae
Where: 2117

Tue Mar 5, 2019

7:30am - 8am  IR Fellow Monthly M&M
Where: IR Reading Room

7:30am - 8:30am  US Case Conference with Dr. Liau
Where: 1556

12pm - 1pm  Neuroradiology Spine Tumors with Dr. Becker
Where: 1556

1pm - 2pm  Body Conference - For All Body and Chest Residents on the Current Rotation
Where: Body Reading Room

5:30pm - 6:30pm  MSK Citywide Conference "Hip Impingement Syndromes" - Landon Winget, DO

Wed Mar 6, 2019

7:30am - 8:15am  Pediatric Conference - Imaging of Normal and Abnormal Bone Marrow in Children Dr. Frank Morello
Where: 1556

12pm - 1pm  Grand Rounds

Thu Mar 7, 2019

7:30am - 8:15am  MSK Conference with Dr. Winget
Where: 1556

9am - 10am  MSK Conference - For All MSK Residents on the Current Rotation
Where: MSK Reading room
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Fri Mar 8, 2019
12pm - 1pm Chest Case Conference - with Dr. Palacio
 Where: 1556

7:30am - 8:15am Neuro Case Conference with Dr. Eshghi
 Where: 1556

12pm - 1pm Case Conference at VA - Residents assigned at VA
 Where: Radiology Conference Room at VA

12pm - 1pm Combined IR Fellow & Resident Lecture - w/Dr. Patel
 Where: 1556

Mon Mar 11, 2019
12pm - 1pm Pediatric Medical Imaging Case Conference - Dr. Sarah Desoky
 Where: 1556

Tue Mar 12, 2019
7:30am - 8:15am Neuro Case Conference with Dr. Anderson
 Where: Room 1556

12pm - 1pm Neuro Fellow and Faculty Lecture w/Dr. Winegar
 Where: Rm 1369

12pm - 1pm US Lecture Congenital anomalies: Fetal Syndromes with Dr. Liau
 Where: 1556

1pm - 2pm Body Conference - For All Body and Chest Residents on the Current Rotation
 Where: Body Reading Room

Wed Mar 13, 2019
7:30am - 8:30am Body Imaging Case Conference with Dr. Bisla
 Where: 1556

12pm - 1pm Resident Journal Club
 Where: 2117

Thu Mar 14, 2019
7:30am - 8:30am Mandatory MSK Quiz discusstion with Dr. Scott Schiffman
 Where: 1556

8:30am - 9:30am Mandatory - PGY-3 Board Review with Dr. Scott Schiffman
 Where: 1556

9am - 10am MSK Conference - For All MSK Residents on the Current Rotation
 Where: MSK Reading room

12pm - 1pm Nuclear Radiology Lecture - with Dr. Philip Kuo
 Where: 1556
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Fri Mar 15, 2019

12pm - 1pm  Neuro Fellow and Faculty Journal Club w/Dr. Kubal
Where: Rm 1369
12pm - 1pm  Nuclear Radiology Conference - with Dr. Philip Kuo
Where: 1556

Mon Mar 18, 2019

7:30am - 8:30am  MSK Conference with Dr. Lee
Where: 1556
12pm - 1pm  Breast Imaging Case Conference - Dr. Borders
Where: 1556

Tue Mar 19, 2019

7:30am - 8:15am  Breast Imaging Conference - Dr. S. Bryan
Where: 1556
12pm - 1pm  Neuroradiology Conference Important MRI anatomy for neck tumor evaluation with Dr. Guzman
Where: 1556
1pm - 2pm  Body Conference - For All Body and Chest Residents on the Current Rotation
Where: Body Reading Room

Wed Mar 20, 2019

12pm - 1pm  Grand Rounds
1pm - 2pm  Fellow Body Lecture - Dr. Liau
Where: Room 1369

Thu Mar 21, 2019

7:30am - 8:30am  IR Fellow Journal Club Conf w/Dr. Hannallah
Where: IR Reading Room
9am - 10am  MSK Conference - For All MSK Residents on the Current Rotation
Where: MSK Reading room
12pm - 1pm  Morbidity & Mortality Conference - with Dr. Tyson Chadaz
Where: 1556

Fri Mar 22, 2019

12pm - 1pm  Interesting Case Conference at VA with Dr. Amanat - Residents assigned at VA
Where: Radiology Conference Room at VA
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Mon Mar 25, 2019

12pm - 1pm
Pediatric Physics Conference - “CT and Radiation” with Dr. Unni Udayasanker
Where: 1556

Tue Mar 26, 2019

7:30am - 8:15am Neuro Case Conference with Dr. Collins
Where: 1556

12pm - 1pm Body Imaging Case Conference with Dr. Arif
Where: 1556

12pm - 1pm Neuro Fellow and Faculty Lecture/Dr. Carmody
Where: Rm 1369

1pm - 2pm
Body Conference - For All Body and Chest Residents on the Current Rotation
Where: Body Reading Room

Wed Mar 27, 2019

7:30am - 8:30am Body Imaging Case Conference with Dr. Reddy
Where: 1556

8:30am - 8:50am Mandatory group Photo for Fellows & Residents
Where: College of Medicine/College of Nursing Court Yard (farmers market area)

Thu Mar 28, 2019

7:30am - 8:30am IR Fellow Interesting Case Conf w/Dr. Ruiz
Where: IR Reading Room

9am - 10am MSK Conference - For All MSK Residents on the Current Rotation
Where: MSK Reading room

12pm - 1pm Chest Lecture with Dr. Schmidt
Where: 1556

Fri Mar 29, 2019

12pm - 1pm Pediatric Conference - Imaging Suspected Non-Accidental Trauma Dr. Dorothy Gilbertson
Where: 1556